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Introduction
The mashme.io Room of the Future platform is a breakthrough in the delivery of on-line
education. This cloud based service renders each student participant’s face, life sized, to a UHD
video-wall, with exceptionally low latency. The persistent room architecture and rich feature
suite allows real-time seamless collaboration from participant to participant, and between
participant and organization,over a public access network.
The Room of the Future is capable of supporting up to 200+ remote student participants in
a single session. Designed specifically for education, it supports a variety of use cases and
audiences, from K-12 schools to higher education and corporate training, offering an ideal
alternative to engage larger cohorts when face-to-face learning is not possible.

For smaller cohorts, The Room of the Future has preconfigured layouts suitable for up to 20 or
40 participants, to deliver a focussed and immersive learning experience like no other.
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Virtual rooms are persistent meaning that all files and media uploaded, created and
collaborated upon, immediately become a resource within the room. This includes the recording
of the session (participant’s view), which is posted automatically moments after the session
concludes. The MP4 file can be made available for revision purposes or for participants that
were unable to attend the live session.
Content can also be accessed directly from Sharepoint, or other central respository, via screen
share, or by utilising the fully integrated Google apps suite. Document annotation and
whiteboard functionality is available from the Surface device which acts as the room’s
concierge and drives utilization of all applications and by the presenter.
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Room of the Future
PARTICIPANT PERSPECTIVE

Remote participants are able to seamlessly access the platform via a simple URL (link) from
anywhere in the world.

•
•
•

Easy to access. There are no applications or plugins to install on a user’s desktop.
Connect simply using a modern browser. Google Chrome, Firefox and Opera.
Availability on mobile devices. Google Chrome and Firefox on both Android
smartphones and tablets.

Self-test portal
Participants can self-test the quality of their
connection and equipment functionality prior to
the session and seek support if required at:

https://test.mashme.io

Participant Interface
The participant interface features three live
dynamic streams; the current speaker,
a panoramic view of the classroom or the
grid view, and a video of the participant
themselves. This user interface is flexible
allowing the participant to show or hide the
chat, focus on any of the live video streams, or
on the active application.

The microphone default is set to ‘Push to talk’ however it is possbile to unlock the mic to
speak hands free for longer periods, and screen share if this feature has been unlocked by the
moderator. The ‘online people’ tab indicates all the partipants connected to the session, their
permissions, and where they are seated on the videowall. There is a private chat a for direct
conversation with the presenter as well as a class chat channel. If the session has the
Assistance feature activated, private assistance is also available to the participant.

Technical Support
Live technical support is available before, during, and after a session thanks to the integrated
support chat, Mon-Fri 9 - 5 PM, or by arrangement.
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Active collaboration
Participants in the Room of the Future are enabled to actively engage via one of the multiple
collaboration applications. The chat, raised hands, polls and surveys, live documents, screen
sharing, and video-sharing are among the most relevant.
Remote participants can also enjoy working in smaller groups when the ‘Split into Room’ feature
is activated by the presenter or session moderator.
Polls let presenter
see who choose which option
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Room of the Future
PRESENTER EXPERIENCE

The UI and UX are being improved and updated regularly based upon experiences and
feedback from the Room of the Future clients. These include high profile schools, universities
and multinational corporations ensuring that the presenter’s experience has been developed for,
and by, those that use it the most. The Room of the Future requires minimal training to launch
and operate. Support is on hand for first-time users and experienced presenters as required.

Presenters receive an email with a launch code and instructions. At the time of the session the
presenter will access the room and use the launch code on the Surface device which sets
up the room automatically in less than sixty seconds.
In the most basic use case, the organization can simply click through
presentation materials while the auto-tracking camera follows them.
The Room of the Future does not require any kind of user activation for
them to speak, so once the room is launched the presenter can have
natural conversations with the participants. All video and audio is fully
bidirectional, end to end.
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Presenter Interface
The presenter interface is an intuitive, easy to use touchscreen that controls the features within
the virtual room.

The mute all feature allows the lecturer to manage audience interruptions and background
noise when needed.
The platform offers session recordings that can be activated either either in advance or
on-the-fly. Recordings are instantly made available as a resource within the virtual room after the
session is concluded or immediately after the recording has finished
Post-session analytics can be tailored to suit individual requirements. Facial identification and
analytics can also provide useful feedback on user participation and engagement as well as
overall session management.
Split into rooms feature is in “round-table” mode. This means that even without a lecturer
present, participants can upload, present and share applications with their peers and collaborate
on documents via the break-out room URL, without the need to launch a session. Room Splits
can be saved and used again as required.
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Recent improvements offer presenters enhanced moderation tools that enable the following insession management: Unlock/lock screen sharing for participants, block/ unblock cameras and
mics, clear chat history, and end ‘Split Room Sessions’ on demand.
Participants can continue to work in their smaller groups after the session is finished to complete
assignments together. Groups can be allocated manually, randomly or automatically following
the result of a poll.
Multimedia files can be downloaded and viewed from the virtual room and the breakout
rooms, in their original format. (Subject to permission from the content owner - content can be
hidden and protected).
The Room of the Future provides real-time visual feedback to the lecturer in the form of
various tools displayed on the video wall. These include visual cues for the presenter, voting and
poll results, raised-hands, chat, classroom count-down timer, and a recording indicator.

Analytics Portal
The Analytics Portal allows the lecturer to review and help manage the engagement postsession including the overall numbers of participant connections and their location, number of
sessions scheduled and attended, teaching hours and participant engagement.
Data can be exported into a csv file for further analysis or be uploaded to other learning analytics
or business intelligence platforms.

Dashboard

Session Analytics
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Canvas LMS integration
Canvas LMS integration with the Room of the Future is currently available upon request.
Full details can be found in the mashme.io Canvas User Guide.
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Other features and experiences
•

Translation. This feature that allows a translator from anywhere in the world to bilaterally
translate the session. The participant can select from a dropdown on their interface which
language they listen to.

•

Assistant (dynamic session management). For trained users there is a support view
feature to help moderate and control the room dynamics and assist the presenter and/
or remote presenters. This role has the ability to communicate via chat to one or all of
the different user types in the session (participants, presenters, remote presenters or
translators).

•

Remote Presenter. When faculty is unable to present physically from the Room of the
Future, or a guest is invited to speak, sessions can be delivered remotely from another
location. Sessions can be supported, if assistance is available. Remote Presenters have
access to the same the tools that are available to the on-site presenter and have the ability
to collaborate on all apps located in the room.

•

Virtualised Sessions. It is now possible to expand the capabilities of existing mashme.io
clients to run sessions 100% remotely. In combination with the Remote Presenter feature,
customers can increase the number of concurrent user licenses to launch multiple Rooms
simultaneously, without the need for the videowall.

•

Gallery view. Participants have the option to view their virtual cohort in a grid view or to
switch to the classroom streaming camera. (Available in pilot)

•

Facial Analytics. As part of our R&D efforts, mashme.io is working on adding facial
analytics and emotion recognition to further improve analysis. Currently in pilot phase.

Further details are available upon request.
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The Room of the Future platform during and
beyond the pandemic
As the pandemic continues to dominate the world’s headlines, we have seen a great increase
in our platform usage by new and existing customers and increased interest in prospects
from many different industries globally.
We want to assure all our customers that the Room of the Future platform is available worldwide
and continues to scale to meet higher levels of demand. All the features studied in this
document and their application are now more relevant than ever.
Some customers have already shared their stories of how the Room of the Future platform has
helped in these complicated times , and we will continue to share these customer experiences
with you:
https://mashme.io/coronavirus-mashme-to-the-rescue/
https://mashme.io/mashme-io-scales-up-instantly-to-meet-increased-client-demand/

Use Cases
We are seeing the Room of the Future used to reach participants in a safe way without the
need of physical gatherings and also a sharp increase in the demand for the Remote
Presenter feature. As in the case of one of the customer experiences above, some
teachers within our customer base are following self-isolating protocols.
Flexible & scalable- mashme delivers continuity of education in 4 key scenarios:

Hybrid Learning

•
•
•
•

Institution is open (observing social distancing)
Presenter/faculty in the classroom
% socially distanced students in classroom
% joining remotely from home

Remote Presenter*

•
•
•
•

Institution is open
Presenter/faculty is remote (eg. self-isolating, guest speaker)
% socially distanced students in classroom
% joining remotely from home

Remote only Participants

•
•
•

Institution is closed to students
Presenter/faculty in classroom
100% students joining remotely

100% Virtualization

•
•
•
•

Institution is closed to students & presenters/faculty
Presenters/faculty are remote
Students are remote
No requirement to launch the physical room

* There is no limit to the number of Remote Presenters/faculty that can be assigned to any session
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We have been working exclusively on the Room of the Future experience since 2016 to create
a virtual synchronous experience as close as possible to face to face learning because we
believed existing tools could not compete with that physical experience.
Now the Room of the Future is used by participants from over 72 countries that connect to our
30+ industry-leading customers. Our technology, intended to democratize remote education
and increase our customer’s global reach in a cost-efficient, ‘green’ way, is also a perfect fit for
these unprecedented times.
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